2007 bmw 6 series

The first generation 6 Series was derived from the BMW E23 7 Series , and was powered by a
range of naturally aspirated inline-six gasoline engines. Following generations have been
powered by inline-four , V8 , and V10 engines with both natural aspiration and turbocharging.
Since , diesel engines have been included in the 6 Series range, with four-wheel drive models
on offer since In most markets, the MCSi is powered by the M88 straight-6 engine. A few months
later, the E64 convertible was released. The car initially drew criticism, due to its controversial
styling and complicated iDrive system. In , the 6 Series underwent a facelift, featuring design
changes and minor performance and fuel economy improvements. It is the first M6 to use a
turbocharged engine. Most models are rear-wheel drive , with all-wheel drive called "xDrive" by
BMW available as an option for some models. The following are production figures for the BMW
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Commons. Isetta , LS, New Class sedans. Sports car. Z4 E Available styles include i 2dr
Convertible 4. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also
provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're
interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned
vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check
the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid
for the Used BMW 6 Series. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Write a
review See all 24 reviews. Best Car I've Ever Owned. Although I've only had my i for a week or
so, I am already impressed with the quality and feel of such a high performance, luxury coupe. It
has plenty of power and very stable handling. My last car was an '05 Porsche Carrera. This
BMW is much more luxurous and as much fun to drive without all of the bumps of a much stiffer
suspension. Beautiful lines, classy interior, and the iDrive isn't at all that hard to use once I
spent some time with it. I'm very pleased with my choice. Read more. Read less. I have put
about miles on this car in a month. This car begs to be driven hard. It does everything asked of
it and more. The gurgle of the engine is the sweetest sound I've heard. It has added a smile to
my face everyday since I bought it. Pure fun. The car is extremely comfortable for two, tolerable
for four. It is extremely smooth. Handling is superb especially in sport mode. It corners like it's
on rails. The best display of power is between 60 and mph. I was a little hesitant to buy a car
with such a haughty image in a fairly conservative Midwest town but after driving it I don't care
what anyone thinks. This thing is heaven on wheels! I purchased a i convertible one week ago
and here are my initial comments. The iDrive was easier to learn then I expected and, though
working, the radio is certainly more complicated then having a couple of buttons, still the iDrive
gives you access to many sophisticated features. That said, my wife, who owns a BMW , will not
replace that car with another BMW if it has an iDrive which is too complex for her to operate.
Unlike any other car Jay V. I looked at every "similar" vehicle - Porsche and Cayman, SL-Class but just couldn't find the right fit. I am so pleased with my decision! The car has enough
"sporty-ness" to feel like a performance car, but without the harshness or diminutive stature of
so many other "sports cars" I'm 6'3" and lbs. To say that it is in a class of its own is too trite, but
there really isn't anything comparable. Thus far it's been a whole lot of fun. I'll let you know what
long-term ownership is like. Write a review. People who viewed this also viewed 1 average
Rating out of 1 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the 6 Series. Sign Up. The BMW i returns for
all but unchanged from It delivers excellent performance, brilliant handling and that arrow-like
stability that defines BMW. Available in coupe and convertible body styles, the BMW i is a
premium grand touring car. It comes with a hp V8 and a choice of three transmissions. Changes
to the i for are few, mostly limited to creature comforts, including an iPod interface, optional
Pearl leather upholstery and other leather accents. New also is a tire pressure monitor that
warns the driver when a tire begins to lose air. The M6 boasts a hp V10, seven-speed sequential

gearbox, M-tuned suspension and electronic stability control, special wheels, Z-rated tires, and
distinctive interior and exterior styling. Like the i Convertible, the M6 Convertible is identical to
its coupe counterpart, other than the one-button, powered folding top. For , the M6 gets a tire
pressure monitor. Late-model M6s will be available with a six-speed manual transmission as a
no-cost alternative to the standard seven-speed Sequential Manual Gearbox. We recommend
getting the six-speed manual. Both coupes and convertibles have a back seat that can fit small
people in a pinch, but are really intended to move two people and their belongings in high
comfort, style and safety. The i is more luxurious than the Z4, and delivers higher performance,
more agility and sportier styling than the 5 Series sports sedans. The M6 sacrifices some of the
Grand Touring comforts of the i in favor of a more aggressive handling package and
stratospheric acceleration performance. At the same time, the M6, and especially its sequential
manual transmission, takes the marque in a direction purists find distressing, increasingly
transferring control of the car from its driver to its super-sophisticated electronics. And an
intricate top design blesses the convertible with the same, nicely integrated, fastback-like
profile as the coupe. BMW i models are powered a hp, 4. Three transmissions are offered: a
six-speed manual, a six-speed sequential manual gearbox with electronically operated clutch
and shifting, and a six-speed automatic with Steptronic semi-manual shifting. M6 models
feature a hp, 5. A six-speed manual is in the middle of the model year. The i Convertible offers a
choice of black or gray tops. New for is an auxiliary input for iPods and MP3 players; and a
dealer-installed iPod interface is available. A four-year subscription to Real Time Traffic
information is standard. Safety features start with multi-stage front airbags and front
seat-mounted side-impact airbags. Coupes are equipped with curtain-style head protection
airbags, while Convertibles have automatic rollover protection that deploys high strength roll
hoops behind the rear seats. Accident avoidance features that come standard include electronic
stability control; ABS with brake assist and electronic brake-force distribution. BMW Assist
telematics, with automatic collision notification, an SOS button and roadside assistance comes
standard, including a four-year subscription. Tire pressure monitors come standard along with
a really cool first-aid kit. The styling of the BMW 6 Series remains essentially as it's been since
the car was launched in , and it's an interesting bit of design. The 6 comes in coupe and
convertible body styles. All are two-door, four-passenger cars, and the coupes and convertibles
are nearly identical save for their tops. The twin-kidney grille, quad headlamps and other classic
cues readily identify the 6 Series cars as BMWs. The M6 versions get a uniquely styled, more
strongly sculpted front fascia. The 6 Series shares some key elements with BMW's 5 Series
sedan, but the 6 was designed from the ground up as a coupe, and subsequently as a
convertible, rather than a sedan with two doors welded shut or a coupe with the top chopped
off. This is a classic BMW 6 Series: The front and rear overhangs the distance from the wheels
to the bumper are short. The cabin separates the long hood from the short deck. The 6 Series
cars are shorter than the 5 Series sedans, but they benefit from a relatively long wheelbase the
distance between the front and rear wheels. In sum, you suspect these cars handle great just by
looking at them. The primary turn signals are located above squinty-eyed, compound
headlamps, which wrap well around the corners to the sides of the car. The grilles take front
and center stage with no bumper ledge in front of them. When viewed from overhead, the front
corners look rounded, giving the 6 Series a shark-like nose. In profile, the lines are sculpted but
clean. Sleek, Euro-style combination side lights-cum-turn signals in a thin slit at the trailing
edge of the front wheel wells give the impression of attention to detail and on the M's discreetly
house the unique, stylized logo distinguishing those from the s. The 6 looks raciest in front
three-quarter view, which happens to be our favorite angle on the car. From the rear, however,
the 6 Series cannot be identified as readily. The tail lamps wrap around to the sides, so there's
no precise break where the rear of the car ends and the side begins. As with the new 7 Series
sedans, some critics don't like the way the rear deck looks somewhat disconnected from and
perched atop the rear fenders. BMW points out that the high deck improves downforce, and
therefore rear grip, at high speeds and allows for a big trunk. In any case, this is a tidy,
attractive car that looks sporty. It's best in silver and other lighter colors; the design details
tend to blend together on darker cars. There are also some interesting design features that
aren't apparent to the eye, starting with extensive use of weight-saving materials. From the
windshield forward, the 6 Series' load bearing structure is made of aluminum, just like a
commercial airliner's. Its doors and hood are also aluminum; the front fenders and trunk lid are
composite materials. A carbon fiber roof on the M6 Coupe reduces weight without
compromising safety. At the same time, because it's the roof that's lighter, the effect is to lower
the car's center of gravity. The underbody is shrouded in more high-tech plastic, much like the
wind tunnel-groomed bottoms of F1 race cars, to improve aerodynamic efficiency. The soft top
looks great, featuring a fastback roofline with fins on the trailing edges that frame the vertical

rear glass, much like vintage Ferrari coupes, giving the convertible the same side profile as the
coupe. The rear glass can be raised or lowered like a side window by pressing a button.
Replacing a metal roof with a convertible top often times tends to reduce structural rigidity, so
BMW has reinforced the B-pillars and the lower sides of the frame, and built the windshield with
an extra-high strength frame. This not only improves rigidity, but also adds an extra element of
safety in the unlikely event of a rollover. From the driver's seat, both iterations of the BMW 6
Series seem to have it all: comfort, luxury, convenience and the ambience of a true
high-performance car, with the M6 versions only adding to what the two i models promise.
Coupes and convertibles inspire feelings of control, even of success, before the cars ever leave
the driveway. These cars promise great rewards to drivers who take their driving seriously. And
as far as the interior appointments go, with an exception or two, they deliver. The 6 Series seats
provide excellent support. The i base seats are the more accommodating, with the optional
sport seats more firm than cushioned but still not as encapsulating as the M6's. Depending on
the package, front seats are power-adjustable in either 12 ways or 14 ways in the M6, either 16
or 18 ways, including seatback bolsters and combine with a steering wheel that both tilts and
telescopes, again with the push of a button, to allow drivers of virtually any stature to find a
comfortable, if not perfect fit. All front seats also have BMW's signature, manually extendable
thigh support. The back seats will accommodate pre-adolescents on short trips, but will not
work for two couples enjoying a night on the town. Access, though, isn't as difficult as in some
cars, as the front seats readily move forward and, thankfully, return to their previous settings.
Driver-side memory buttons are on the outboard side of the seat base, a much more convenient
placement than in the 7 Series, where they're on the center console and unreachable before
climbing into the car. Interior materials and finish are generally up to standards expected in this
price range. The headliner in both coupe and convertible looks and feels rich, and expensive.
The standard trim, BMW calls Ruthenium named for a hard white metal , is a metallic material,
and we like the way it looks on the doors and dash. For , a pearl-shade leather is the optional
trim for the i. Those who prefer a more traditional look can choose either light or dark stained
birch wood in the i at no charge. Our M6 came with trim designed to look like carbon fiber, but
came off looking like something you'd see in a modified Honda Civic. A Start button is used to
start the 6 Series. The key is an electronic cartridge that slides into a slot on the steering
column. Once that's done, the driver simply presses a button on the dash to the right of the
steering column to start or stop the engine. That's the cool part. But turning on accessory
power requires pressing the button once, then again, and then again, all while consciously
keeping your foot away from the brake pedal so the engine doesn't start. James Bond would be
in big trouble with this setup. Comfort Access is an option that takes this keyless concept a
step farther. It's proximity-activated, meaning you can simply walk up to the car, open the door,
and press the Start button without having to pull the fob out of your pocket or purse. The car
will warn you if you try to leave with the key while it's running. It has to be in gear when
switched off or you get an annoying tone. You may grow to hate that tone, you hear it so
frequently. The tone comes on immediately upon starting if you don't have your seatbelt
buckled. The gauge cluster features a large tachometer and speedometer framing an LCD box
that displays a wide range of information. The package is crisp and legible and, if you like
BMW's familiar orange backlighting, quite attractive. The optional Head-Up Display projects
speed, navigational information, cruise control status and other data onto the windshield and
can be programmed to show whichever data set the driver chooses. It works well and we find i.
The BMW 6 Series comes with complimentary everything except travel high-performance
driving instruction at the BMW Performance Center in South Carolina, half a day for buyers of
the i, a full day for buyers of the M6. We can't think of a better way to get to know these
machines. Some reviewers have complained about BMW's latest high-tech control systems
mucking up the purity and driving satisfaction that have long characterized the brand, but we
have no such gripes with either of the i versions. That car immediately becomes an extension of
the driver, flawlessly executing his or her wishes. Our take on the M6 is decidedly different. Put
simply, the BMW i is smooth and precise. It's easy to drive, always poised, and satisfying to
drive at a brisk pace. The ride is taut but not harsh. The brakes take some getting used to but do
their job with certainty. The accelerator is easy to modulate, and the steering is sharp. All the
important controls work cohesively, making for a smooth driving experience. The engine is silky
smooth and tractable for easy going around town or in stop-and-go traffic. Yet you're rewarded
with immediate response whenever you press down on the accelerator. The silky response of
the i's valve V8 benefits from Valvetronic variable valve timing and variable lift, which allows an
impressive combination of low-rev, off-the-line acceleration and free-breathing, high-rev
horsepower. The V8's breathing is controlled entirely by the valves. Technically, there is no
throttle, so the go pedal is rightly called an accelerator. It's a fascinating engine for engineers

and car buffs, but what it means for a driver is loads of power throughout the rev range, so the i
responds immediately in any situation. The engine sounds great, emitting a guttural roar under
hard acceleration through its nicely tuned exhaust system. Response is impressive in either the
coupe or convertible, though convertible drivers enjoy those sweet engine sounds a little more
intimately. Of the three transmissions available on the i, we recommend the six-speed
automatic, unless you're a serious enthusiast, in which case we recommend the six-speed
manual. We're not big fans of the sequential manual gearbox, or SMG, which is a manual
transmission with the clutch operated electronically, eliminating the clutch pedal, as we'll detail
when we get to the M6. The automatic is smooth around town and very responsive for spirited
driving. In fact, a i with the automatic is nearly as quick as a well-driven i with the manual. As
with all BMW automatics, it offers a Sport setting that moves shift points to higher revs and
quickens downshifts for increased response. The Steptronic mode allows the driver to shift
semi-manually, imparting some of the same involvement as a manual. We found little need for
the Steptronic mode, however, because the transmission rarely selected the wrong gear in
automatic mode. For everyday driving, we prefer to put it in Drive and leave it there. The
six-speed manual gearbox is smooth, precise and easy to shift, with easy clutch pedal effort. It's
an excellent choice, unless hours of stop-and-go traffic is part of your daily routine. The i offers
a nice balance of ride and handling. Though taut, it doesn't beat up your passenger on rippled
highways. The springs and shocks are firmer than those in the standard 5 Series sedans, and
the 6 Series cars ride lower. A i is absolutely joyful on a winding highway, as we discovered on
some mountain roads near Santa Barbara. Handling is precise, with a superb self-centering feel
to the steering. The car can be driven very hard into tight corners, and it tracks through
high-speed turns like it's on rails. The suspension is tuned to minimize undesirable behavior
when braking hard, accelerating hard, or lifting off the gas while cornering. Our car was
equipped with Active Steering, which is now. The BMW 6 Series is a remarkable car, an
intriguing attempt at blending state-of-the-art electronics with award-winning mechanicals. The
BMW i coupe and convertible succeed, offering a combination of comfort, luxury, sportiness,
exhilarating performance and ease of operation that's hard to beat in the class. On the M6
models, it remains an attempt, perhaps a misguided one, as it inserts unnecessarily isolating
layers of electronics between driver and car, muddying a unique, symbiotic relationship that
BMW has painstakingly cultivated over decades. We prefer the standard automatic and manual
transmissions to the high-tech SMGs. You must be logged in to post a comment Login. Reviews
Previews Advice Awards. Turning circle: 41 ft. Cargo volume: Suspension, f: independent strut;
coil springs; electronically controlled, twin-tube, gas-pressurized shocks; stabilizer bar
Suspension, r: independent, 4-link; coil springs; electronically controlled, twin-tube,
gas-pressurized shocks; stabilizer bar Ground clearance: 5. Curb weigth: lbs. Unless otherwise
indicated, specifications refer to test vehicle. Prices do not include manufacturer's destination
and delivery charges. Manufacturer Info Sources: - Related Vehicles. Follow NewCarTestDrive.
Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Thank you for your interest in one of
Dallas Autos Direct's online offerings. Please continue for more information regarding this BMW
6 Series i with 75,mi. You deserve a vehicle designed for higher expectations. This BMW 6
Series i delivers with a luxurious, well-appointed interior and world-class engineering. A BMW
with as few miles as this one is a rare find. This 6 Series i was gently driven and it shows. This
is one of those rare vehicles that comes along for just a brief moment. This BMW 6 Series offers
the most up-to-date navigation system available so you'll always know the most efficient route
to where you are going. Added comfort with contemporary style is the leather interior to
heighten the quality and craftsmanship for the BMW 6 Series i. This impeccably built BMW 6
Series i comes with a plethora of added features that have made this vehicle a unique find.
These options will simply amplify the experience of owning and driving this wonderfully crafted
BMW. High performance is what this vehicle is all about. You will be reminded of that every time
you drive it. This BMW 6 Series is beautiful and the interior is clean with virtually no flaws. This
BMW 6 Series i has high-end wheels to enhance your ride and the overall appearance of this
vehicle. More information about the BMW 6 Series: The BMW 6-Series sedan stands apart from
its 5-Series sibling thanks to its high-tech, performance-oriented features, which enable it to fill
the double role of sports car and comfy luxury coupe. And the exclusive M6 model has
performance to rival many exotics from specialty sports car makers, while still having enough
refinement for everyday driving. This model sets itself apart with High performance in all
regards, comfortable ride, exceptional seats, and high-tech options. Finance available with
applicable fees. Our 4. We have been serving the community since and boasts an expansive
inventory of New, Certified and Used Vehicles. We pride ourselves on doing the right thing for
our clients and team members. We truly care about our community and look forward to serving
you. This Dealership checks the vehicle recall status prior to making any pre-owned vehicle

available for sale. Odometer is miles below market average! Outstanding features on this 6
Series include.. Come find out why! Visit Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No
haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Enough
said. A must see, even more a must drive. Opulent refinements married with exceptional
engineering make this the kind of car you'll want to own for a lifetime. This low mileage BMW 6
Series has barely been touched. It's the next best thing to buying new. You'll quickly realize how
much you will need a navigation system once you are stopping for directions or looking up
addresses on your phone instead of looking at the road. This BMW 6 Series i features a
navigation system that will free you of these unnecessary headaches. Interesting features of
this model are High performance in all regards, comfortable ride, exceptional seats, and
high-tech options. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some
restrictions apply. Compare, adjust and save your payment options on every vehicle in stock at:
ToyotaBountiful. We value your time and that's why we want to give you the best buying and
service experiences in the Bountiful area! Also, ask your product specialist about our home test
drives and deliveries. Save time and money through our exclusive Performance Remote
Services! Distance limitations may apply. As a proud member of the family-owned Performance
Automotive Network, we have access to thousands of new and used vehicles. This gives us the
ability to find the perfect vehicle to fit your needs and budget. We will give you top-dollar for
your trade or make you a cash offer if you'd prefer the convenience of selling us your vehicle
directly. Use for comparison purposes only. Your mileage will vary depending on driving
conditions, how you drive and maintain your vehicle, etc. See dealer for complete details or sign
in to download a copy of your vehicle's warranty. Warranty may be restricted or denied if your
vehicle or part has been modified, improperly maintained or removed. Delivery to door for Test
Drive. Check out this very nice BMW i Convertible! This vehicle looks and drives great! It has
great options including a 4. Overall this vehicle is in great shape inside and out! Clean Title!
Please note that we are helping a private party sell this vehicle on consignment and do not store
at our location. If you would like to see this vehicle in person, please call It's priced to sell ASAP
so call We offer financing with very competitive rates! Powered by a 4. This Rear Wheel Drive
combination secures near 22mpg on the highway while showing off fog lights, dual exhaust,
beautiful wheels, and a black soft top. Imagine sliding behind the wheel of our Ci and basking in
the wealth of amenities. Premium leather, heated front seats, rich wood trim, and dual-zone
automatic climate control pamper you. Stay safely connected thanks to Bluetooth and be
guided by voice-commanded full-color navigation as you enjoy the wind in your hair. Of course,
advanced safety features have been meticulously designed by BMW to keep you safe from
harm. Experience the allure of this exhilarating Ci! Print this page and call us Now All our
Vehicles undergo a thorough Safety and Mechanical inspection prior to being offered for sale by
local certified mechanics and necessary repairs are completed. A copy of our inspection report
is published online in our vehicle photos. Limits of Liability apply. Service Contracts are
available on most cars also at competitive rates. Trades are welcomed. We maintain a very low
profit margin on our entire inventory. Our no hassle no haggle buying experience makes
purchasing your vehicle easy with our unbeatable prices that are clearly posted! We will gladly
show you our state of the art pricing process and the price at which competitors are selling the
same vehicle. All of our vehicles are priced consistently lower than traditional dealerships.
While other dealerships may occasionally have lower prices those vehicles are aged not
serviced and unsalable and cannot be compared to our high quality vehicles. All of our vehicles
are carefully inspected serviced and reconditioned offsite at our massive sq ft acre facility. We
take reconditioning to the next level and meet or exceed expectations used at traditional
dealerships. In addition to providing the highest quality vehicle at the lowest price around we
also offer instant financing with the ability to match the best rates in town. We also want and
accept any and all trades or we will even buy your vehicle outright. Save thousands shopping at
Price Pro! Visit Cincy AutoMall online at Super clean inside and out, Head up display, glass
roof, Runs and drives like new, Brand new engine valve stem seal, brand new valve cover
gaskets and spark plugs, 2 previous owners, brand new hood shocks, brand new cabin filters,
Leather and loaded , Factory chrome rims , Financing is Available, Major credit and debit cards
welcome. The i convertible is a luxury vehicle known for it's stellar performance, brilliant
handling and sleek appearance. With less than 55, miles, this car still has plenty of life left and
is available for a fraction of the cost of buying it brand new. The 4. The convertible soft top
easily goes up and down, giving you the option to drop the top and drive around on a nice day.
This vehicle is very well-equipped with Black leather interior, dual power seats, power windows,
power locks, power steering, HID headlamps, HD radio, a CD player, a DVD player and built-in
navigation system. The Sport Package adds sport seats, premium 19' wheels and sport
suspension. The Silver exterior paint and luxurious Black interior seating make this vehicle

appealing both inside and out. Visit us on our website at statelineautobrokersma. We offer
competitive financing and extended warranties onall vehicles. All vehicles are full serviced
reconditioned and warranteed! Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search.
Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home
delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Type Convertible Coupe Trim i 81 i xDrive 46
i 43 Ci 15 i xDrive Engine Type Gas Cylinders 8 cylinders 81 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle
Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. New
Listing. Check Availability. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of listings. Overall Consumer Rating.
Best Car I've Ever Owned. Although I've only had my i for a week or so, I am already impressed
with the quality and feel of such a high performance, luxury coupe. It has plenty of power and
very stable handling. My last car was an '05 Porsche Carrera. This BMW is much more luxurous
and as much fun to drive without all of the bumps of a much stiffer suspension. Beautiful lines,
classy interior, and the iDrive isn't at all that hard to use once I spent some time with it. I'm very
pleased with my choice. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. Coronavirus update: New contactless
services to help keep you safe. Salesman contacted me next day with contact information and
offer to anwer any questions I had. The salesman were helpful in every way possible. The
vehicle was everything they said it would be. This was important as I traveled over miles to look
at it. They were really good at responding quickly. Thank you. I called them and they said it was
a wholesale vehicle. I and it needed work. The dealership was prompt in replying to me. I did not
buy the car due to to many mechanical problems for the price. Very thorough and responsive
dealer. Answered all my questions and inquiries to complete satisfaction. They made everything
so easy and were very kind and helpful. Would definitely buy from them again. The dealer
responded to my inquiry the same day. The listing was a great description of the car and the car
was in site for us to test drive. The staff is very friendly and accommodated our needs. I would
buy from them again and recommend them to my friends. Steve was very courteous and
well-mannered and I enjoyed the visit and looking at the vehicles haven't made a decision on
those yet. Terrible customer service, had an appointment to see a vehicle at 11am. Talked with
Steve at am car was parked by a building snowbound and would not start, after I waited 10
minutes for him to come out and acknowledge me. If I could rate 0 stars I would. Very
responsive dealer albeit winter storms and weather prevented me to complete sale because I
live in a different state. Hector was very responsive. He was patient with us when we had a
mistake made by our insurance. It was a great experience. A pretty good selection of vehicles
that look clean as well. Unfortunately the Porsche Cayenne I drove had a check engine light that
came on as soon as I stepped on the gas. In addition the vehicle started running rough so I
turned around. Farrid basically said I drove the vehicle too hard and it was my fault so beware
of vehicles there that might have underlying Mechanical problems you've been warned. Perfect,
beautiful, they couldn't have been nicer. I bought the car, then came back and bought 2 more
cars, then I listed them in my Church Bulliten and they bought 10 more cars. They are such
good salesman, we want to buy more cars but we are all broke now. The dealer failed to answer
the one question I put forth. Why did the vehicle have 5 owners in such a short time?
Responded very helpful, bought car from them. Excellent with definitely buy from them again.
This dealership is all about the sales and not about the customers best interest. After telling
them that I no longer wanted to deal with them they continue to call to schedule an appointment
even after asking them to stop calling me. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of
vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your
car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years.
Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image
Not Available. Request Information. I absolutely loved my i convertible. I am searching
vigorously for a new one. It was the total package Read more. I have admired this model for
years. I bought this car in as a used, one owner, southern, garaged, well-maintained vehicle with
relatively low miles. The styling is gorgeous, has nice power even though th Why Use
CarGurus? A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been
flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,

CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
fuse on positive or negative
2004 chevy suburban owners manual
03 wrx engine bay
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

